
                                         BAMWISE
                               HOSPITALITY RIDER 2014
1.Fee/Payment The fee will be given and is only expected for the performance 
of the band Bamwise, and has been previously arranged with the booking agent. 
The payment will be done in accordance with previously determined conditions. 
The fee can be delivered through our bank account or in cash on the day of the 
concert to one of the band members. 
2. Production The organizer is obligated to fulfill all the technical demands, 
which are sought by the band through the technical rider. The organizer is also 
obligated to make the load in and the sound check possible at least one hour 
before the show. Production is one of the most important factors for the band 
performance so we urge you to take these demands seriously. If you have any 
questions regarding the technical rider contact the band sound engineer on 
tape.echo.bum@gmail.com (Robi) or by phone on +385977113114
3. Parking and security The organizer is obligated to secure one free parking 
spot for the band van. It is desirable that it is near the venue because of the 
loading and unloading of the equipment. The organizer is obligated to secure one 
safe room or backstage where the equipment can be placed after the concert 
from the stage or FOH. Equipment security is one important feature and for 
every disappearance/alienation the organizer is obligated to refund the missing 
items. 
4. Merchandise The band brings its own merchandise and sets it up during the 
concert. We will need one table 1m in width and length. 
5. Guest list Every band member should have one person on the guest list (7 
people in total). 
6. Hospitality The band arrives in combination of 9 people. 6 band members 
with a driver and one person in charge of the merchandise, plus one friend. If 
sleeping is confirmed in advance the organizer is obligated to secure: 
accommodation with 9 beds + WC and bathroom (mandatory!).Food after sound 
check: 9 warm meals out of which 3 should be vegetarian. If the band stayed the 
night breakfast in the morning is desirable.Drinks and addendum in the 
backstage: water, juices, beer, one bottle of strong liquor, one bottle of wine, 
tea, coffee, nuts & fruit. During the concert water and beer on the stage at 
FOH are mandatory!

Tnx Bamwise
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